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Editorial  

I don’t have the figures but suspect the average age of people involved 

in the hobby of model railways is well over 50. On one level the hobby 

would appear to be healthy. For example the 16mm Society continues to 

grow its membership (not just in the UK) and the public appears to 

strongly support model railway exhibitions. But it is a matter of concern 

that certainly in South Africa so few young people are becoming involved 

in the hobby. This is an issue which needs to be addressed but not in 

this edition of the NSC. It is the older generation that I am concerned 

with herein. 

In my business I encounter a lot of men who have lost their purpose in 

life following retirement. Women seldom retire. They still have the house 

to run, cooking, shopping etc (and husbands to look after!) It is a 

sweeping generalisation but basically true that women socialise more 

and keep their minds more active. No wonder they generally outlive us 

males! 

Against this background and in an endeavor to promote the hobby, I 

compiled a presentation aimed at retirees or those for whom retirement 

is imminent, entitled “Training in Retirement”. This features not only 

various facets of the hobby but also aspects of the 12” to the foot scale. 

Over the ensuing months I intend to incorporate the basis of the 
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presentation into the North Star Chronicles. The first part is not train but 

rather retirement related but hey we will all have to get there someday 

so like the good boy scout we must “Be Prepared”! 

But first there is an article on the layout of a now Antipodean based 

modeller whose name will be familiar to many arising from his long 

association with the SAR and in particular the SA Railway Museum. How 

sad that so many of Les Pivnic’s dreams and plans have now been 

destroyed by the scrappers’s torch or are simply rusting away. 

Timfontein 

In addition to the books he wrote or co-authored and the photographic 

magazine featuring the SAR and Harbour Services which he was 

responsible for publishing, Les built two HO layouts called ‘Timfontein’. 

These were imaginary SAR layouts based on main line operations - a 

mixture of the Cape and OFS Main Lines which carefully embodied the 

characteristics of those lines.  This meant scratch-building virtually all 

the lineside structures - stations, signal cabins, loco sheds, rural 

stations, grain elevators etc.  All these structures were scale models of 

real existing buildings on the SAR. As Les said – ‘not easy but very 

satisfying!’                                                                                              

The first layout was an operating failure because it was built on a large 

solid baseboard with only two hatches to reach difficult areas.  This 

created access problems as crawling underneath the layout became 

more problematic with advancing years.                                                                                                    

The 2nd Timfontein was built as a large wall-mounted circular layout 

which was fully accessible at all points for track cleaning etc. The photos 

below were of the second layout taken before it was dismantled prior to 

Les’s emigration to Australia.                                                                                                          
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All the locos except the 15Fs were DJH kits.  The 15Fs were Keyser kits 

which Les rebuilt onto Mehano 4-8-2 running gear. Fortunately the 

Mehano American profile locos provided a chassis and motor that could 

be adapted to the Keyser 15F kit.  This of course ended up as an OO-

scale loco but with careful usage, Les was able to get away with using 

OO-scale Fs together with HO equipment.                                           

The layout was straight DC block controlled because Les said he never 

saw the need to try anything else. Wiring was done carefully and the 

layout always operated trouble-free. 

   

  
All the older-type wooden-bodied coaches were Penning coach kits to 

which Les added extra detail and the Lima coaches were heavily 

modified to convert them from toys to models with interior and 

underframe detail.   All the crude Lima couplings were discarded and 

replaced by Kadee couplers.  The proper "Gummi-Wurst" coach 

connections were also provided using rubber tubing of the correct 

diameter.                                                                                                                      

The Blue Train was built from kits by Eric Bekker in the Cape.  These 

kits required considerable work during the building process but the 

finished rake of coaches was the pride of Timfontein as was the real 

train on the SAR. 
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When Les emigrated, the layout along with some of the rolling stock was 

sold to an individual in Windhoek but the following models were retained.  

 The earlier Blue Train (1939 - 1972) with a 15F as the motive 

power;  

 The Orange Express (1957 vintage) with a class 23 and a mixed 

goods/passenger packet with a class 19D.  

 A type A-22/AA-23 dining car and  

 A combination bus/truck of the SAR RMS which was scratch-built 

onto a British EFE truck chassis. 

The display case below now resides in the granny cottage of Les’s 

daughter’s property in Sydney where he now lives – where sadly there is 

no room for Timfontein mark 3 but he can still admire the models and 

bring back warm memories of his layout in South Africa.  

 

 

Thanks go to Les for sharing his memories with us. 
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TRAINING IN RETIREMENT 

 
 

PART 1 

Definition of a Retiree 
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Frequent Responses to Retirement: 

 

 Bewilderment 

 Loss of purpose in life 

 Panic 

 Depression 

 Strain on the marriage? 

 

Secret of a Successful Retirement: 

 

“You must wake up every morning saying I can’t wait to………….” 

                    Dr Merle Friedman 

 

A passionate interest is needed!  

And I don’t think she meant………… 
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KEYS TO A HEALTHY RETIREMENT EX HARVARD BUSINESS 

REVIEW 

 Create a new social network – grandchildren; volunteering; part 

time job; join a bridge club. 

 Allow yourself to play - golf, gardening, ballroom dancing, 

travelling. Helps you make new friends while maintaining self 

respect and letting go of self importance. 

 Follow your creative instincts - build a boat; learn to paint. Engage 

the creative side of your mind. 

 Continue to learn – taking a fresh look at things, the pursuit of 

knowledge, makes a young person out of an old person. 

Traditional learning, taking up a new craft or studying a new 

discipline enables one to relearn the cardinal rule of childhood: 

Don’t take yourself too seriously! 

 

WHY TRAINS AS A RETIREMENT HOBBY? 

Wide range of activities involved, including: 

 Travel 

 Preservation 

 Modelling 

 Photography 

 Collecting 

 Operations 

Next month – Part 2 Travel 


